
The term tessitura (Italian for texture) can be associated with a piece
of music or with a singer. Often the concept of texture defaults to
pitch, both range and average. Thus, the tessitura of a song tends to
be associated with the distribution of pitches, measured in frequency

of occurrence and duration of each occurrence. Similarly, the tessitura of a
singer relates to the comfort level with a given distribution of pitches in a song.

Recent investigations on vocal dosimetry conducted on teachers in pub-
lic schools1 are based on four formal definitions of vocal doses: time dose,
cycle dose, distance dose, and energy dose.2 These doses can be calculated
from daily and weekly measurements made with a portable device.3 We have
called the device the National Center for Voice and Speech (NCVS) dosime-
ter. Two of the doses calculated, the time dose and the cycle dose, appear to
be useful for quantifying a singer’s tessitura. We specify them here for each
pitch in the song,

Time dose = tp , (1)
Cycle dose = Fp tp , (2)

where tp is the duration of time accumulated on each pitch over the entire
song and Fp is the fundamental frequency of a given pitch in the song. The time
dose can be measured in seconds of actual performance or in equivalent
whole notes presented in the score. The cycle dose is measured in cycles of vi-
bration of the vocal folds.

Figure 1 shows a tessituragram for the aria “Il mio tesoro intanto” from
Mozart’s opera Don Giovanni, designated to be sung by a tenor in the role of
Don Ottavio. It is notorious for its tessitura, hovering around the pitch F4.
The figure has five parts. At the bottom is a standard keyboard showing a
range of pitches slightly larger than the typical tenor range. Above the keyboard
is a voice range profile of a singer (the author in this case). In the middle is
a distribution of the numbers of cycles of vocal fold vibration on each pitch.
Second from the top is the equivalent number of whole notes sung on each
pitch. The top shows the number of occurrences of each pitch.

Unless there are embellishments in the form of additional (unwritten)
notes produced by the singer, the distributions of occurrences, equivalent
whole note durations, and vibration cycles can be obtained from the written
music (without performance). If there are unwritten notes and fermatas, the
distributions can be obtained only with a dosimeter during performance.

In Figure 1, Mozart’s written score was used. To give some specifics, this
aria has 70 occurrences of the pitch C4 (the supertonic in the key of B �), 66
occurrences of the pitch B �

3 (the tonic), and 49 occurrences of the pitch F4
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(the dominant). The supertonic leads in occurrences
because of the frequent appoggiatura (leaning toward
the tonic). There is only one occurrence of A4, and one
of E3. There are two occurrences each of D3, E �

3, and
D �

4, and three occurrences of B3. Other occurrences
can be read off the scale to the left, which has a tic mark
at 50 occurrences.

Although C4 has the greatest number of occurrences,
F4 (the dominant) has the greatest accumulated duration
(time dose), the equivalent of 16 full notes, or 4 full meas-
ures. This does not include two fermatas on this pitch,
which are not quantifiable from the score. The subdom-
inant (E�

4) has the second greatest accumulated duration
(14 3/8 whole notes) and the tonic (B �

3) has the third
greatest accumulated duration (12 1/8 whole notes). By
converting the 4/4 meter to a metronome marking, the
actual durations in seconds could be computed. For ex-
ample, at 96 beats per minute, F4 would accumulate 64
full beats, which is 2/3 of a minute or 40 seconds.

In terms of the cycle dose, the pitch F4 encounters 5584
cycles of vibration, followed by 4471 cycles on E�

4, 2825
cycles on B�

3, and 2817 cycles on C4. It is this cycle dose
that gives the greatest clue to the tessitura for a singer.
There are twice as many cycles of vibration on the dom-
inant F4 than on the tonic B�

3, not counting fermatas.
To relate the tessitura of the song to the tessitura of

the singer, the voice range profile needs to be consid-

ered. A voice range profile measures the range of inten-
sities (in dB) available to the singer on every pitch. One
could easily argue that the ideal tessitura for the singer
would be centered around the pitch where the greatest
dynamic range is available. This is where the singer can
most easily crescendo and decrescendo, allowing for
maximum interpretive skills. For the voice range pro-
file shown in Figure 1 (directly above the keyboard),
this would be around F3–C4. An approximate 30 dB of dy-
namic range is available, allowing for dynamic mark-
ings of pp, p, mp, mf, f, and ff to be differentiated by about
6 dB. In the D4–G4 range, only a 10–15 dB dynamic range
is available to this singer, limiting the differentiation of
dynamic marking to only about 3 dB. The pitches are
all able to be sung by the singer, and the overall intensity
on the high pitches may be acceptable, but the aria may
lack luster due to restricted dynamics. Also, the singer
may wear out (fatigue) because he is not able to take the
pressure off and “coast” on some of the repeated long
duration notes with lower dynamics.

We conclude that the tessitura of a singer may not match
the tessitura of the song, even though the range is appro-
priately matched. Technology may provide some help in
structuring tessituragrams to find the best matches. What
is too often done is simply to change the key signature of
the song, but unless the accumulated duration and cycle
doses are quantified on various pitches within the song,
singer-song adaptation still may not be complete.
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Figure 1. Tessituragram for the aria “Il mio tesoro
intanto” from Mozart’s opera Don Giovanni.
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